Following announced plans to sell its operations and associated assets in the Northwest Four states including Idaho, Montana, Oregon and Washington, Frontier is providing notification that at 11:59 p.m. Eastern Time, March 31, 2020 or on a subsequent date (Closing Date), assuming receipt of all necessary approvals and other required conditions are met, it will complete the process to divest its wireline assets in the Northwest Four states.

Frontier properties in Idaho, Montana, Oregon and Washington include the following:

- Citizens Telecommunications Company of Idaho
- Frontier Communications Northwest Inc. (Idaho)
- Citizens Telecommunications Company of Montana
- Citizens Telecommunications Company Oregon
- Frontier Communications Northwest Inc. (Oregon)
- Frontier Communications Northwest Inc. (Washington)

In anticipation of the Northwest Four State divestiture, Frontier will replicate its existing Operational Support Systems (OSS) for the northwest four states and manage within a separate data center. The replicated Virtual Front Office (VFO) will contain the historical Order, Pre-order (saved only) and Trouble Report transactions for the four northwestern states.

Bonded carriers that have not yet initiated the process to establish connectivity with the new Northwest Four State data center and who submit ASR, LSR or TA transactions for Idaho, Montana, Oregon or Washington, must take appropriate actions to establish connections. CLEC testing to the new data center for the northwest state activity will begin on or about February 3, 2020. To initiate the process to bond to the new northwest state data center, please complete and submit the Northwestern Four States Connectivity Access Form to the Frontier Connectivity Manager via email:
Completed forms should be submitted no later than January 3, 2020.

VFO GUI users are not required to take any action.

More information specific to the divestiture of Frontier’s four northwestern states is available at: https://wholesale.frontier.com/wholesale/carrier-services/northwest-four-states-divestiture

If you have questions regarding the information provided in this notice, please email carrier.notifications@ftr.com.